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  IPFS TotalPay™ has our Customers talking…
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For more than 40 years, Imperial PFS® Customers have paid insurance premiums in installments 
through commercial and personal premium financing. Imperial PFS recently added more flexibility to 
our payment options with IPFS TotalPay™ by providing insureds with the option to choose between 
two payment methods: traditional Insurance Premium Financing OR a single payment by ACH or credit 
card*. See what our Customers had to say about it: 

*Our credit card payment processing partners, FIS and Plug & Pay Technologies, charge $12.50 for payments under $400 or 2.99% for payments
of $400 or more
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Fantastic. We are utilizing the new online platform. Game changer. If other offices are not using 
this, they should be. We send the finance agreement to the client electronically for signature 
and down payment. They eSign and make the down payment either via online check or credit 
card.  We no longer do finance agreements via mail. This has taken our accounting team out 
of the loop as well as avoids all the delays that we constantly experienced with collecting the 
agreement, the down payment, not getting things on time etc.

TotalPay has saved us so much time and makes collecting payments much easier. 
By doing everything online, we don’t have any more hassling with mail and checks

We partnered with IPFS recently to launch TotalPay as a finance solution for our clients. We 
felt they were true partners with a competitive advantage and have come a long way with this 
technology.  IPFS is helping us provide outstanding service to our customers and we are now 
recommending and excited about the rollout across the company.

Wow! So much easier than copying the check, scanning and sending, mailing overnight, etc.

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR IMPERIAL PFS SALES EXECUTIVE OR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
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